UNIT 4: Which David Rose (a character from *Schitt’s Creek* TV show) best represents how you are feeling at the START of today’s Group Chat?

**Image Description:** A grid of 9 photos of David Rose, a character played by Daniel Levy in the Canadian sitcom *Schitt’s Creek*.

David Rose Image 1: David has a confused or concerned look on his face as he tilts his head to the side and rests his chin on the inside of his clenched hand.

David Rose Image 2: David is looking anxiously or surprisedly at something to his side. His eyebrows are raised, his eyes are slightly narrowed, and his mouth is barely open.

David Rose Image 3: David is grimacing with his arms crossed as if he has bad news he does not want to share or heard something he did not like.

David Rose Image 4: David is holding a pitchfork while kneeling, in a crouching position, in a field. He is wearing all black with his hood up and sunglasses on. He is using his other hand to block his eyes from the sun.

David Rose Image 5: David is looking off to the side as he covers his lower lip with his upper lip as if he wants to say something but knows he shouldn’t.

David Image 6: David has a disgusted or disdainful look on his face as he stares at something off to the side.

David Rose Image 7: David is covering the right side of his face with his hand, and his eyes are closed.

David Rose Image 8: David is wearing white gloves and is looking unsure about what is in front of him.

David Rose Image 9: David is holding a plastic fork up to his mouth and has the tip of it in his mouth with his lips parsed together. He is looking wide-eyed at the camera.
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